
Electricians working in residential installations have  
been utilising a 63A breaker as the main switch for  
many years - and why not, it brings additional safety 
for practically no extra cost. 

The standard main switch has predominately had a red 
toggle to assist in identification, especially for the home 
owner.  So it makes perfect sense to introduce  
Hagers 6kA, 63A MCB with a red toggle.

MSN163R
63A MCB with red toggle 
Complimenting our  system

Its obvious.. 
a 63A MCB with a red toggle

Electrical Characteristics MSN163R

Rated Current (In): 63A

Curve Type: C

Rated Frequency: 50/60Hz

Standard AS/NZS 60898

Minimum service voltage 60V

Maximum service voltage 250/440V

Compliance to  IEC 60898

Terminal Capacity (top/bottom) Rigid or standard conductor 
1mm² to 25mm²

 Terminal torque (top/bottom) 2,5 Nm nominal with Screw head 
pozidrive size 2 and slot 6mm

Busbar system Yes, fork
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Flexibility 
Bi-connect terminals

Bi-connect terminals on all 
devices enable supply from 
either cables in the cage or 
busbars in the slot; guaranteeing 
full connection capacity.

Visibility 
Semiolog labelling

To customise your circuit 
identification, Download our 
Semiolog labelling tool free from: 
www.hagerelectro.com.au/1803.htm

MSN163R 
Main Switch with red toggle

Hagers MSN163R 63A 6kA MCB 
comes standard with a red toggle

Performance
6kA - Type A

All earth leakage devices are 
type-A which increase the 
accuracy in identifying earth 
leakage faults found in many 
modern electrical devices 
such as washing machines, 
LCD TV, computers etc

Residential range of modular devices
Our onekonekt system offers one of the most versatile & flexible solutions to residential electricians on the market 
today. The use of busbar in our industry is not a new concept. However, providing a full range of residential 
protection devices that connect to the same busbar, increasing safety, reducing installation time, improving technical 
characteristics and aesthetics within one system, definitely is.

Easier
Neutral bypass

The neutral busbar slot is fully 
insulated so there is no need to 
cut the forks off the bar.

Design
Multi-position DIN clip feature, 
makes removing a product off 
the busbar quick and simple.   

The range is easily identifiable as 
part of the residential offer with 
a large grey toggle and house 
symbol printed on the front.  

Safety
Insulated fork & endcaps

Unused forks can remain in-situ for 
the addition of future circuits using 
our insulated fork caps.

Busbar and endcaps ensure 
complete insulation of the bar.
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Simple busbar options:
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Single phase busbar

or

Three phase busbar

Optional: Neutral Bi-pole bar
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leads to safety and simplicity

Hagers onekombo single module (RCBO) range leads to safety 
and simplicity: if offers a breaking capacity of 6kA and can be 
completely integrated with other Hager residential modular 
protection devices on the same busbar.


